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                 For this assignment, you will analyze the case study titled “Staffing Evaluation at Hallmark”. Read the case study and answer the following questions.  Critically evaluate Hallmark's staffing index. W                For this assignment, you will analyze the case study titled “Staffing Evaluation at Hallmark”. Read the case study and answer the following questions.  Critically evaluate Hallmark's staffing index. W

                Staffing Evaluation at Hallmark   Hallmark, founded in 1910, is the largest U.S. manufacturer of greeting cards and the owner of Binney & 
 Smith, the maker of Crayola Crayons. The company pursues a differentiation and innovatio n strategy 
 and uses creativity and emotion to help people connect to its products, including its stationery, party 
 goods, photo albums, home decor, collectibles, a cable television channel, and books. To hire quality 
 people more consistently, Hallmark ne eded a tool to help it focus its staffing efforts on what is most 
 relevant to the company —that is, on business -relevant cri teria that would allow it to more consistently 
 hire quality employees to best execute its strategy. However, Hallmark didn’t want the tool to be too 
 complex. To launch the effort, Hallmark created a staffing index to evaluate the quality of the firm’s past 
 hires to source and screen candidates more effectively. Upon hiring a new employee, the person’s line 
 manager makes an immediate assessment of the employee’s intrinsic abilities and desirability. To avoid 
 using complex formulas that require a specialized background to understand, the rat ings are simple and 
 focused on measuring the quality and timeliness of Hallmark’s hiring system . The possible new hire 
 ratings are as follows:  
 1 = Average 2 = Above Average 3 = Good  
 4 = Very Good 5 = Walk -On -Water Good  
 After 6 months, the hiring manager uses the same five -point scale to evaluate whether its initial 
 expectations have been realize d. The data are used to compare new hires who consistently get top 
 ratings with those who don’t to identify any distinguishing factors that can be used to make the hir ing 
 process more effective. According to one expert, Hallmark is on the right track by keeping its system 
 simple and not getting too wrapped up in the numbers and by focusing on the end result of making 
 good hires. Hallmark views the staffing index only as a means to an end and knows that ultimate staffing 
 success will be gauged not by thes e metrics but by the organization’s performance. 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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